Wisdom for Those Undergoing Sudden
Realisation
Spoken by Universal Consciousness
through the I Ching activated by
a stream of consciousness.

Seed Thought
Great Spirit, through the I Ching please give wise counsel to all
ego-dominated minds that are dealing with a sudden realisation of
the nature of the ego.

Response
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Summary
The paradigm shift has begun, everything is in place, proceed actively to the
other side and attain liberation. Return to your timeless nature. Remain
in a continual creative relation to the process of Change. Initiating forward
movement opens the way, whilst reaching for completion brings disorder.
Adapt to whatever crosses your path. Use brightness and clarity to see into
all causes that might disturb the process and provide a defence against them.
Thus you are carried by the wisdom of the inner guide.
The highest wisdom has subjugated the persistent delusions. This crossing will take time to complete. There will be weariness, but keep a firm
purpose. You are faced with sub-conscious forces of craving and destructive
emotion. Seek supportive friends or you will fail in the crossing.
The ageless wisdom sends its blessings. Overcoming delusion has brought
about this situation. Use the energy of fertile expansive awareness. This
is transformation affected by a paradigm shift brought about by focused
intention, sacrifice and inner work. It signifies a new ruling identity. When
you can imagine improvement, shift the way you do things. When there is
excess or error, correct it. Rousing energy from within expands into outer
penetration, providing insight and awareness that unifies all things. A cycle
is beginning. Discern its essence and symbolically fix it within your mind, so
that its energy perseveres as a constant presence in life.
You are on the edge of a great change, gathering your energy, waiting
for the right moment. Everything is possible. Overcome your limitations in
order to aid and rescue each other. Fulfil your potential and let your fruits
ripen. Preparation and commitment are required. The spirits will guide and
support you, however it is you who must make the crossing. Do not become
unbalanced and do not let go of your centre. A strong and unstoppable force
is moving you to where you belong.

Context: Proceed Actively (63)
The paradigm shift has begun, everything is in place, proceed actively. Cross
to the other side and attain liberation. This is the prima materia. Cross the
burning water.
You have entered the gates of Change, through which souls enter the
Great Stream. Through this realisation you are returning to your timeless
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nature in the original paradise place. Everything is ‘cooking’ and transforming so remain in a continual creative relation to the process of Change. There
is a correct alignment of forces, an optimal arrangement of inner energies.
You are still in the world of manifestation but the voyage is in progress. This
requires care and attention, co-operating with the process which leads to the
eventual harvest.
Open yourself to this process and release past attachments. Initiating
forward movement opens the way, whilst reaching for completion brings disorder. There is no turning back, you must actively proceed knowing that
things are in their proper places. You are in the middle of fording the stream
of events. Adapt to whatever crosses your path. Give aid an encouragement.
This will align you with the process, which will ensure your success. Put
your ideas to the trial; examine everything you know. That brings profit and
insight. Stay with the process. That generates meaning and good fortune by
releasing transformative energy. Trying to bring things to completion creates
disorder. Remain underway.
This process is clarity in action. Things are cooking and transforming.
Gather your energy and put it at the service of the action underway. You are
setting things right. Think deeply about problems and sorrows. Prepare to
defend against them. Adapt to whatever crosses your path. You are in the
right place. Stay in the process. Through being adaptable you acquire the
central position. Completing things and stopping the action creates disorder.
You will be exhausted if you do that.
Spirit reveals itself through intuition and subtle signs. Outer direction
and shape are dissolving and flowing on whilst an inner fire radiates light
and warmth, thus you can experience the Bright Presence or true essence of
things. In this crossing to the other shore there is outer danger and inner
brightness. Use brightness and clarity to see into all causes that might disturb
the process and provide a defence against them. Thus you are carried by the
wisdom of the inner guide.
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Advice
Nine at Third
Context of Advice: Rise to the Challenge (29)
The ongoing process of the real acts through the intuition to guide you
through the voyage. Collect your forces, confront your fears, take the plunge.
Rise to the challenge, this is an axis of Change. You cannot simply make the
transition, go deep within and use the inner guide.
This is a critical moment that requires courage and determination in face
of great fear engendered by sub-conscious processes. You must confront and
dissolve obstacles, venturing, falling and moving on. You cannot repress and
avoid the sub-conscious processes. If you ‘dance’ with them and risk all you
will come through. Exalt in the inner work and dissolve all things. Discover
your hidden riches and actualise your potential. Master the flow of your
emotions, particularly courage and fear. There is a connection to reality
that will carry you through. Making this move in the face of danger brings
honour.
You must repeatedly confront your personal demons. This is dangerous
and difficult but take the risk without holding back. You cannot avoid your
inner obstacles. Conquer your fear and faintheartedness. This is a critical
point. Do not fall back into the pit or it will become your grave. There
is no other way forward. Summon your energy and concentration. Repeatedly confront the challenge. Act this way with confidence because you are
connected to the spirits and they will carry you forward.
Overflowing energy from the centre of your mind moves toward the depths.
Act on your principles, redouble your efforts, spread your energies. Don’t get
caught in one place. Gather your desires and hold onto your heart’s growth.
Then you will have a solid centre. Push on and achieve things. Now is the
time to concentrate your forces and take risks.
Use the power of the symbols to move, repeatedly teaching and serving.
Direction, shape and structure dissolves. You must risk, fall, labour and flow
on. Enter the symbolic world, teaching and spreading its values, carried by
the inner light that radiates from the Source.
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Specific Advice: Embarked on a Great enterprise
The highest wisdom has subjugated the persistent delusions. You can make
this crossing, but it will take time to complete. There will be weariness, but
keep a firm purpose. This is not an endeavour for the small minded, do not
listen to what they tell you. You will win in the end and realise your heart’s
desire. This is a new beginning. Strip away your old ideas. Be open and
provide what is needed.

Six Above
Context of Advice: Intimate Supportive Group (37)
Hold together as an intimate supportive group, like a family or clan. Support
and nourish each other. Create a safe nurturing space where energy and
insight can be accumulated and shared, like a school of thought that provides
a dwelling for its members. This is the protection of being amongst ones own
people, concord and safety. This is the fundamental unit of noble life, a clan
grouped around a shared memeplex that emphasises receptive power and
intuitive awareness at its centre. When the boundaries are established, the
inner fire is bright and the relations are settled there comes the influx of
blessings from the ageless wisdom and the nurturing power of reality.
Live and work with others, sharing energy, spirit and insight. Care for
your relationships and take care of the dwelling that shelters you all. Being
receptive brings profit and insight, through a flexible, nourishing attitude.
Then warmth and clarity spread within the dwelling. If you are injured in
the outer world turn back towards the dwelling. Use words to connect with
others and make your actions persevering.
The roles within the dwelling must be clearly established and fulfilled
without strife for harmony to arise. When you correct the dwelling you set
the world right.
Use words to connect the beings and movement to persevere on the path.
Spirit reveals itself through the intuition, working through those who open
themselves to it. Fate works through the messages from within, subtly penetrating and pervading, while the inner fire radiates light and warmth, thus
people experience the true essence of things. The Bright Presence within the
dwelling brings people together. Use words to connect them and move their
hearts to connect them with the flow of reality, carried by the light from
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within. Seek the image of transformation that is the founding symbol of the
new time.
Specific Advice: In too deep, seek support.
You currently lack support. You are in too deep. Do not let this last! Seek
supportive friends or you will fail in the crossing. You are faced with dangers
that you don’t have the means to confront. There are sub-conscious forces
of craving and destructive emotion. Do not go on like this, gather energy for
a decisive new move. Find who you belong with, give and receive support.

Guidance: Fertile Expansive Awareness (42)
This is the blessing that flows from releasing past delusions. It is increase,
expansion and development. Pour in more, for the ageless wisdom sends its
blessings. Overcoming delusion has brought about this situation. Use the
energy of fertile expansive awareness.
Through the grace of the ageless wisdom the sun appears after a dark
time, this is a vessel overflowing with blessings. By sacrificing cherished
delusions you are showered with blessings and may partake of the spirit meal
at the sacred feast. This is change as a gift or blessing, a transformation
affected by a paradigm shift. It is a connection between reality and the
field of manifestation brought about by focused intention, sacrifice and inner
work. Philosophically it is what enriches power and virtue, rising from the
essence of reality. It signifies a new ruling identity.
This is a time of gain, profit and expansion. Increase your involvement
and pour in more energy. Enter the stream of life with a purpose or embark
on a significant enterprise. These bring profit and insight. There is arousing
new energy penetrating the outer world. By continually stripping away your
old ideas you have reached a time of increase. This continually enriches
things without setting up structures. This is flourishing and harvesting.
When you can imagine improvement, shift the way you do things. When
there is excess or error, correct it. Stimulate people at their work without
limiting them. The Source above has descended and its essence is shining
greatly. Let it stimulate you. Make correcting one-sidedness and error the
centre of your concerns. It will bring rewards.
Step into the stream of life. Secure your vehicle, the boat to carry you,
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then make your move. This time of increase will stir things up and ground
them. Like the sun rising, it has no limits. When the creative power of
reality spreads out, the field of manifestation gives birth. Together they
increase things on all sides. Augment everything. This connects you with
the time, so you can accompany it as it moves.
Visualise improvement and shift your position. If there is excess, alter
it. Spirit manifests from deep within, shaking the very foundations. Joyous
words flow through an opened mind and heart. Work with the spirit. Let
it subtly penetrate and pervade, whilst rousing energy germinates new potential that sprouts up from the depths. This rousing energy from within
expands into outer penetration, providing insight and awareness that unifies
all things. Using this awareness, perceive how things can be improved and
shift your stance accordingly. Work through rousing and inspiring. A cycle
is beginning. Discern its essence and symbolically fix it within your mind, so
that its energy perseveres as a constant presence in life.

Opportunity: Everything is Possible (64)
You are on the edge of a great change, gathering your energy, waiting for
the right moment. This is the prima materia, everything is possible. Each
ending is a new beginning, the process of existence is never truly exhausted.
Participate in the unfolding paradigm shift and help others cross to the other
side, where there awaits a time of abundance and celebration. This is a return
to your ancient abode and your innermost selves.
Realise and overcome persistent illusions. You can overcome your limitations in order to aid and rescue each other. Understand what is useful
and effective, and provide what is lacking. Remain in a continual creative
relation to the process of Change.
Prepare to make a major move or transition. Gather your forces to cross
over to the other side. Fulfil your potential and let your fruits ripen. Preparation and commitment are required. Announce to each other that you are
poised at the entrance and preparing for transition, readying yourselves to
make the journey.
The possibilities are great. The spirits will guide and support you, however it is you who must make the crossing. Be sure that you are prepared
and have gathered enough energy to complete it otherwise nothing can save
you.
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Inherent in life is the potential to overcome disorder. Events are moving
towards a phase transition. Do not resort to the use of force, instead understand the true nature of each other. As you gather your energy the unfolding
process will transform this into the capacity to bring the situation to maturity. Be flexible and adaptable so that you do not become unbalanced and
do not let go of your centre no matter how things change. Continue with the
flow; a strong and unstoppable force is moving you to where you belong.
Consultation performed by John Ringland on April 12, 2009 using:
“Total I Ching: Myths for Change”, Stephen Karcher, Time Warner Books, 2003.
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